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ON THE VOWEL LENGTHENING OF THE SIGMATIC 
AORIST IN THE PREHISTORY OF SLA VIC 

TAKAO KAMIYAMA 

0. Vocal system in the prehistory of Slavic 

0.1 A brief sketch of the transition of the vocal system 
in the prehistory of Slavic is a vital prerequisite to dealing 
with the problem of the vowel lengthening in question. 

0.2 As proposed by Birnbaum, we should distinguish, 
roughly speaking, two different phases in the prehistory of 

Slavic linguistic unity: early Proto-Slavic (= hereafter PS) 
and late Common Slavic (=CS). The former term is used in the 
meaning of the earliest chronological phase, i. e. the very 

beginning of the independent Slavic branch, whereas the latter 
in the meaning of the latest phase of the Slavic linguistic 
unity just before its break-up into dialects, from which 

today's various Slavic languages have developed. 
0.3 The (Proto-)Indo-European (=IE) quantitative distinc

tion of vowels was preserved at the early stage of PS. PS in

herited late IE.long and short vowels *i, *f, *e, *e, *a, •a, 
*o, *o, *u, *u, ·~. whatever their origin, and diphthongs, 
albeit it shows no trace of the distinction of late IE *a, *o, 
·~. which in PS merged into one short open back vowel, and of 
*a and *o, which correspond to a long open back vowel. Follow
ing Stieber, we are going to employ the signs *a and *a for 

these newly born open back vowels in PS. 1 > They are apparently 

lacking in distinctive roundedness. PS *u and *u also lost 
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their innate roundedness at an early stage, which feature was, 

to be more exact, attached to the preceding consonant as, let 
us say, ·non-palatalizedness. But, as a matter of course, *-u 
preserves its roundedness when it serves as the second element 
of the diphthong, because no consonant precedes it. The late 

IE and PS monophthongal systems are thus assumed as follows. 
The schwa indogermanicum is given in parentheses.2> 

late IE PS 

i (a) t1 i 
e 5 

t1 

0.4 In the course of time the quantitative distinction 
was lost in the PS vocal system and it came to be replaced by 
the qualitative differences toward the CS period. The ex-long 
vowels preserved their extreme close-open characters, while 
the ex-short ones are centralized to some extent from the 
viewpoint of the articulatory height of the tongue: PS *i, *u 
became mid-close and are traditionally noted *o, ·~; PS *e, *a 
became mid-open, the latter giving *o in its later develop-
ment3 > ; ex-long * f, *a, * e remained virtually unchanged in 
timber and gave CS *i, *a, and *e respectively, the phonetic 
realizations of which are assumed to be [i], [a] and [~]. PS 
*u, which already lost its roundedness (cf. 0.3), centralized 
spontaneously4 > and gave CS *y in the traditional notation, 
whose phonetic value is assumed to be something like [i]. 

0.5 Late IE had two types of diphthongs: ordinary, i. e. 

two-mora, and long, i.e. three-mora, ones. There were fourteen 
of them in all: *ei, *oi, *ai, *ai, *eu, *ou, *au, *au, *ei, 
*oi, *ai, *eu, *ou, *au. *0 and *a merged with *a and so did 

*o with *a also in this position. Three-mora diphthongs of, 
let us say simply, laryngeal origin were shortened and merged, 
at least on the segmental level, with ordinary ones in PS, 
which could not stand any three-or-more-mora syllabic nuclei. 
These processes reduced the number of diphthongs in PS down to 
four: *ei, *ai, *eu, *au. 

0.6 When the quantitative distinction was lost toward the 
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end of the PS period, these diphthongs, i.e. two-mora syllabic 

nuclei, could not survive any longer and were destined to be 
monophthongized. Thus PS *ei, *ai, *eu, *au gave CS *i, *e, *ti 

(> *ju), *u respectively, which process, as the second element 
*-u in PS apparently preserved its roundedness, re-introduced 
a rounded close back vowel which had been lacking in the vocal 
system for a certain period of time. This monophthongization 
process served to eliminate the closed syllable as well. 

0.7 The PS diphthongoid ending in a nasal or a liquid 
followed by a consonant inevitably constituted the closed syl
lable, which needed to be opened. When the unit ended in a 
nasal, the vocalic element and the nasal amalgamated and 
formed a nasalized vowel. There are two such vowels assumed in 
CS and, in fact, attested in OCS: i.e. *~ (~) and *Q (&)which 
correspond to any front vowel plus any nasal and any back 
vowel plus any nasal in PS respectively. The syllable opening 
process of the diphthongoid ending in a liquid took place 
apparently much later, perhaps on the verge of the disintegra
tion of the Slavic linguistic unity. PS *er, *ar, *el and *al 
(representing late IE *e/~/o/a plus a liquid; cf. 0.4 and 0.5) 
before a consonant metathesized and the vocalic element was, 
as it were, lengthened to suffice the ex-two-moraness in South 
Slavic dialect including OCS (tert-formula). East Slavic and 
Polish did not follow this scheme. The closed syllable of CS 
*b/*~ plus a liquid before a consonant survived, but OCS 
metathesized the combination dialectally so that the syllable 
opening process was accomplished. 

0.8 Thus, as is shown in the following charts, CS ob
tained a four-level monophthongal system, which was virtually 
continued in Old Church Slavic (= OCS). Nasalized vowels are 
not noted here. 

i 

b 

e 
e 

CS 
y u 

o 

0 

a 

ocs 
H ~· 

oy(~) 

b 

0 
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1. OCS sigmatic aorist and vowel lengthening 

1.1 Late IE had at least three types of aorist formations 

in the active diathesis: 1) athematic asigmatic, 2) thematic 
asigmatic and 3) sigmatic. Needless to say, "thematic" refers 
to the use of a kind of linking vowel *e/*o inserted between 
the root and the original ending, while "sigmatic" refers to 
the use of the suffix *-s- of controversial origins,. 

1.1.1 These three types of aorist formations are illus-

trated fundamentally by Greek and Sanskrit: 

1) Gk. 3. sg. egno < IE *(e-)gno-t 

Skr. 11 adat < IE *(e-)do-t 

2) Gk. 1. sg. elipon < IE *(e-)lip-o-m 
Skr. 11 alipam < 11 

3) Gk. 11 ezeuxa < IE *(e-)yeug-s-lp? 
Skr. 11 ayauk~am < IE *(e-)yeug-s-o-m? 

The discrepancy of the last pair in length is attributed to 
the original root length of the sigmatic aorist in question 
and thus is to be dealt with in the following chapters. 

1.1.2 The athematic formation is apparently older than 
the thematic ones, . As is already an established point of 
agreement of IE linguistics, at an early stage of IE there was 
no formal distinction between the present and the aorist 
stems. As Meillet(l908: 100) concluded correctly, the sigmatic 
formation is undoubtedly new7 1 • The use of *-s- in the aorist, 
as well as the augmentation, the use of other suffixes, etc., 
must be one of the relatively late innovations, which were 
employed in order to ensure that the verbal form in question 

is that of the aorist81 • And the Sanskrit seventh (-sa-)aorist 
implies that the thematic asigmatic predates the sigmatica,. 

Thus it is assumed that the athematic asigmatic is the oldest 

way of aorist formation, then the thematic asigmatic follows, 
and the sigmatic is the newest. 

1.2 OCS attests all the above-mentioned three and one 
more types of aorist formation: !)athematic asigmatic, 2)the
matic asigmatic, 3)athematic sigmatic and 4)thematic sigmatic. 

1.2.1 The athematic asigmatic formation (type 1) seems to 
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be observed e. g. in 2, 3. sg. s~1 (< IE *bhu-s, *bhu-t) and A4 

(<*do-s, *do-t), whereas the rest of the paradigm is 
nated by the sigmatic formation (see 1.2.4.7): 1. sg. 

A4X~ (with analogical x); 2. pl. &~ICTe, A4CTe; 3. pl. 

domi-

s~1x~. 

&~I Will, 

A4W~ (with analogical m), etc. It is perhaps owing to the 

analogy of s~1 and A4 that~verb,. whose infinitive ends in a 
vowel plus -TH, regularly constitutes the second and the third 
person singular forms of the aorist simply by dropping the in

finitive marker -TH· It is not known whether 2, 3. sg. &~leT~ 

and A4CT~ in -T~ of unclear origin stem from the sigmatic or 
asigmatic formation though the latter seems to be more likely: 
they may be from athematic sigmatic *bhu-s-s-t- I *bhu-s-t-t

and *do-s-s-t-/ *do-s-t-t- respectively, or from athematic 
asigmatic *bhu-s-t-/ *bhu-t-t- and *do-s-t-/ *do-t-t-. 

1.2.2 The thematic asigmatic (type 2) is normally called 
the root (or simple) aorist and is represented by a relatively 
small number of OCS verbstlp Cf. l.sg. uor~(< IE *magh-o-m)tt>, 

2.sg. uo•e(< *magh-e-s), 3. sg. uoze(< *magh-e-t), 3. pl. uor& 

(< *magh-o-nt), etc. Its unproductiveness is well understood, 
since in taking this way of aorist formation the first person 

singular often coincides with the past participle active, and 
the third person plural with the first person singular of the 

present. Strangely enough, as long as the stem ends in a con
sonant, the second and the third person singular forms of the 
aorist are always constituted following the thematic asigmatic 
type of formationt2>, no matter which type the other forms 

belong to: e.g. 2, 3. sg. n4At, Hece as opposed to 1. sg. n4A~ 

(type 2), H~c~ (type 3), or innovated n4Aox~. Hecox~ (type 4). 
1.2.3 OCS introduced a new way of aorist formation: the 

thematic sigmatic (type 4). It is a very convenient way and 
its productivity is self-evident, since, first of all, the 
presence of the suffix -s- (or its variants -x-/-s-) ensures 
that the verbal form in question is that of the aorist (or,· to 

be more exact, the past in any case), and, secondly, the exis
tence of the thematic vowel inserted before the suffix -s- or 
its variants preventsthe root vowel from being lengthened 

under certain conditions, which problem will be dealt with 
below. When the stem ends in a vowel, the aorist is regularly 
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formed in this way with the exception of the second and the 

third person singular forms: e. g. zeA~X~. A~A4X~· This type 
is so productive that even verbs belonging to the second and 

the third types tend to adopt this type of aorist formation: 

e. g. uorox~. uorow~, Hecox~. Hecow~, etc. instead of uor~, 

uor~ (type 2), H~c~. H~CA (type 3). The innovational character 
of type 4 is apparently seen by the emergence of analogical 

xis which is originally expected, as is well known, only after 
IE *i, •n, *rand *k (sometimes called.Pedersen's law or ruki

rule). 
1.2.4 Now, let us go on to the athematic sigmatic forma

tion (type 3), in which the suffix -s- is attached immediately 

to the verbal root and there often appears the root vowel 
lengthening in question. The root-final obstruent regularly 
drops before the suffix. What makes the vowel long is the 
topic in the following chapters. It is as unproductive as the 
root aorist (type 2). Reinhart(1992: 368f.) lists up nineteen 
roots, to which we would like to add one more. These twenty 
roots are classified here into two groups, A and B. 

1.2.4.1 The following twelve roots (group A) out of them 

show vowel lengthening in the athematic sigmatic aorist with 
the exception of the second and the third person singular 
forms which are regularly formed following the root aorist 

formula (type 2): 

Group A 

the present stem I the athematic sigmatic aorist stem 
bod- I bas- "pierce" 

CVbt- I cvis- "bloom" 
cbt- I cis- "read" 

greb- I gres- "bury" 

mlbz- I mles- "milk". 

nes- I nes- "carry" 

rek- I rex- "say" 

tek- I tex- "flow" 

ved- I ves- "lead" 

vez- I ves- "convey" 

VrbZ- I vres- "tie" 
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zeg-t a> I zax-t 4 > "enkindle". 

1.2.4.2 The rest eight roots (group B) preserve the vowel 

unchanged, as is a matter of course, because the present stem 
contains an ex-long vowel or an ex-diphthong(oid) which is 
equal to a long vowel in quantity and thus further lengthening 

is impossible: 

Group B 

bljud- I bljus- "watch" 
jad- I jas-(jax-) "eat" 

klad- I klas- "put" 

l~k- I l~x- "bend" 
m~t- I m~s-(m~x-) "stir" 
sek- I sex- "cut" 
tr~s- I tr~s- "shake" 
vlek- I vlex- "drag". 

1.2.4.3 Seventeen out of these twenty roots are attested 
in canonical OCS. Three others (italicized above) mlbz-lmles-, 
ves- (vs. vez-) and klas- (vs. klad-) are added in the lists. 
It is true that they are to be found only in the later texts 
and are not attested in OCS in the strict sense of the term, 
but it is ensured, according to K~lln(l961: 265f.) who fol
lowed prescient Miklosich's idea, that ves- and klas- are not 

of innovated formation and therefore they must have existed in 
the OCS times. Following this idea, mlbz-/ mles- could also be 
taken into account. 

Comments on the lists above: The use of -x- in jax- and 
m~x- instead of phonological jas- and m~s- is certainly ana
logical. The aorist of tr~s- can follow either type 2 or typ~ 

3. These different formations coincinde accidentally in 1. sg. 

Tp~c~: it may be from late IE *trems-o-m (type 2) or may be 

from late IE *trems-s-o-m (type 3). On the other hand, the 

third person plural form, for instance, has two choices (both 

attested in canonical OCS): TP~C& (<late IE *trems-o-nt) and 
Tp~c~ (<early PS *trems-s-int(with regular anaptyxis i)< late 
IE * trems-s-:pt )t s > • 

1.2.4.4 All the above-mentioned verbs (group A and B) 
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have roots ending in an obstruent. Roots in nasals (group C) 
are disregarded by K~lln and Reinhart, perhaps because the 
infinitive stem ends in a vowel, though nasalized, and so the 
following verbs can also be interpreted as belonging to the 
productive fourth type of aorist formation at least superfi
cially. But, as a matter of fact, the aorist forms of the 
following four verbs are of the athematic sigmatic type (type 
3), as is clearly seen by the existence of etymologically 
anticipated -s- after a nasal instead of -x- which denotes the 
innovated character of the given sigmatic aorist form. They 
are correctly taken into consideration by Lunt(1974: 92): 

Group c 
-cbn- I -c~s- "begin" 
j-bm- I j-~s- "take" 
klbn- I kl~s- "curse" 

Pbn- I p~s- "crucify". 

1.2.4.5 Likewise, roots ending in a liquid (group D) 
should also be taken into account: 

Group D 
mbr- I mrex- "die", 

(o-)pbr- I prex- "lean (oneself)" 
(ra(s)-)skvbr- I skvrex- "melt" 

(pro-)stbr- I strex- "extend", 
(pro-)Vbr- I vrex- "push through" 

~br- I ~rex- "sacrifice". 

The use of -x- instead of -s- is perfectly regular because the 
root originally ends in -r. Contaminated forms like -p6rex
have no concern here. 

1.2.4.6 Those of group C and D should rather be grouped 
together in that the present stem is in the zero-grade and the 
regular anaptyxis PS *i <>CS *6) is inserted before the syl
labic resonant whereas in the infinitive (and aorist) stem the 
root is assumed to be in the normal e-grade (cf. 3.8). They 
are supposed to have experienced, roughly speaking, the fol
lowing consecutive processes: 00-s- changed into -x- after *i, 
•n, *rand *k; the anaptyxis *i appears before the syllabic 
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resonant; *-o- in *-om seems to have narrowed into *-u- for an 

unknown reason (cf. note 11); the final nasal *m and *n merged 

into one single nasal noted *N of an unknown quality and then 

dropped;® the regular vowel shift (cf. 0.4ff. ); the develop

ment according to the tert-formula (0.7) is noted here for the 

sake of simplicity; before the initial front vowel developed 
*j (this process could have happened earlier); ® ocs dialectal 
development of *-tb > - t'b: 

late IE (j) PS ® CS ® ocs 
*JP-e-ti > *imeti > *jbmetb > HMIT"I!., 

*em-tei > *emtei > *j~ti = lllTH, 

*em-s-o-m > *emsu > * j ~S'b = lllC"I!.i 

*mr-e-ti > *mireti > *mbretb > MbPIT"I!., 

*mer-tei > *mrihi = MP"IiTH, 

*mer-s-o-m > *merxu > *mrexc = MP"IilC"I!.· 

1.2.4.7 The following two verbs (group E) would be ex-
tremely rarely, if ever, regarded as examples of the athematic 
sigmatic aorist formation (type 3): 

Group E 

bQ-d- I byx- "be", 
da-d- I dax- "give". 

They are rather grouped under the thematic sigmatic (type 4) 

perhaps, like the case above, on the ground that their infini-
tive stems end in vowels and their aorist roots are 

cally gained simply by dropping the marker -TH 

infinitive forms and adding the suffix -x-. But 

automati

from their 
the -x-, 

originally expected after *1, •n, *r, *k of byx- is etymologi
cally regular because it stems from PS *bu-x- which, in turn, 

is from IE *bhu-s-. Incidentally the present stem is formed by 
adding a suffix *-dh- and, furthermore, inserting a 

infix which ensures that the given form is of the 
tense: i.e. ocs bqd-< PS *bund-< *late IE *bhu-n-dh-. 
dare say, byx- belongs to the third type. On the other 

nasal 
present 

Thus I 
hand, 

when it comes to dax-, the -x-, which appears in it, is no 

doubt analogical, it is true, and it may well be considered to 
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belong to the innovated productive fouth type, but I am still, 

though provisionally, inclined to regard dax- as a product of 
the third aorist type rather than the fourth. It is because, 
first of all, in respect of frequency the verb A4TH is thought 

to be and to have been as common as &~ITH as well as other 
verbs listed above both in the synchronic OCS and the dia
chronic senses. In other words, it must have belonged semanti
cally and lexicologically to the most essential vocabulary of 
not only canonical OCS but also lE. Secondly, its old word
formational nature is apparently seen by the use of the suffix 
-dh- in the present stem (dad-< late lE *di5-dh-1 s l ) as well as 
the case of bQd- <lE *bhu-n-dh- and klad- < *kla-dh-. These 
facts lead us to the notion that A4TH should have inherited 
innate late lE conjugational forms. In this way I assume it 
may be possible to pos~tulate that there used to exist the 
etymologically expectecd *das- along with the attested dax- in 
the OCS times, albeit the former stem was seemingly ousted by 

the encroachment of the latter and is not to be found in ca
nonical OCS for accidental reasons. 

2. Is the length inherent? 

2.1 As is seen above, the lengthening in question of the 
root vowel of the athematic sigmatic aorist is observed only 
in the case of twelve verbs belonging to group A (1.2.4.1). It 
has been explained, roughly speaking, in two different man-

e ners: that is in terms of the innate lE lengthe~ grade (Dehn-

stufe) and of compensatory lengthening (Ersatzdehnung). The 

former idea implies that the phenomenon is traced back to the 

(late) IE linguistic unity, whereas the latter implies that it 

arises from an innovation in the independent Sl~vic branch. 
2.2 The vowel alternation e: ~ which appears in OCS 

athematic sigmatic aorist forms, such as 1.sg. H~c~ (vs. 2, 3. 
sg. Hece) can undoubtedly be traced back to PS quantitative 
alternation *e: *e, the lengthened vowel of which, in turn, 

has almost generally been regarded as the product of the IE 
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Dehnstufe in its Ablaut system. 
2.3 This idea was, as far as I know, first stated by the 

famous Junggrammatiker August Leskien in the eighties of the 

last centuryt 7 > and it has since Solmsen(l888) been supported 
to this day by the absolute majority of Slavic and Indo

European linguists, among whom are to be found such big names 
as Barth~omae, Brugmann, Kuryiowicz, Szemerenyi, etc. Leskien 

1\ 

(e.g. 1890: 35, 114f.) categorically denied the explanation in 
terms of compensatory lengthening, which had been adopted by 
his predecessors, above all, August Schleicher and Franz van 
Miklosich (see 3.3). But we have to say that, as is shown 
below, this view is not convincing enough. 

2.4 The basis to assume the lengthened root vowel of the 
PS sigmatic aorist to be the regular reflex of the IE Dehn
stufe is crystallized in the famous equation of Skr. 1. sg. a
vak-~am: Lat. vexz (perfect): (post-)OCS B~C~. These forms are 
supposed to stem from *wegh-s-, i. e. the lengthened grade of 

*wegh- "transport in a vehicle" with a suffix -s-, whereas in 
the present tense the root is in the normal e-grade: Skr. vah

ami, Lat. veh-o, ocs se3a. 

2.5 The Sanskrit sigmatic aorist in the active diathesis, 
as a rule, lengthens the root vowel and the augment a- (< IE. 
*e-) is attached initially to ensure that the form is preter
it. It would seem, at a glance, as if the aoristic character 

would be indicated by the length (Vfddhi) in the root, but 
this expectation is not fulfilled, because, firstly, the asig

matic root-aorist, which is assumed to be older than the sig
matic (cf. 1.1.2), keeps its root in the normal grade (gupa), 
secondly, in the middle diathesis the lengthening does not 

occur, thirdly, Iranian data show, reportedly, very little, if 
any, or no trace of the root lengthening in the sigmatic 

aorist and therefore contradict those of Sanskrit, and fourth

ly, the vowel gradation in Sanskrit is not identical with that 
of assumed IE and there are many cases in which the lengthened 
grade appears without any obvious etymological reasons. It 

seems then more likely that the length in the sigmatic aorist 
is an innovation of the independent Indic times, rather than 

inherited from IE. But we have to say, it remains disputed how 
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it was innovated. Ivanov(1965: 173f.) and Watkins(1962: 52ff.) 
regard unanimously that the sigmatic form was originally in 

the middle. It may be possible then that the length is brought 
about innovationally to ensure that the verbal form in ques
tion is in the active. Otkupscikov(1967: 72ff.) proposes a 
purely phonetic explanation, which we should estimate quite 

legitimate: the suffix -s- dropped in the second and the third 

person singular forms before the original ending. This process 
provoked the lengthening of the root vowel compensatorily: 
i. e. late IE *e-wegh-s-t> early Indic *a-vak-~-t> Vedic avat. 
And the lengthened root vowel prevailed by morphological 

leveling. The classical Sanskrit ending -ft in avak~ft may be 
from the i~-aorist which is employed originally in the case of 
the root ending in a laryngeal (so-called set-root): i. e. -ft 
< *-i~-t. 

2.6 The Latin language has, as is well known, merged the 
aorist in the perfect. It is true that vexf appears to com
prise a regular reflex of the IE sigmatic aorist stem *wegh-s

with the lengethened root vowel, but the length is not univer
sal at all. According to Watkins (1962: 27ff.) lengthening in 

the sigmatic perfect is exhibited by five verbs at most: rexf, 

texf, traxf, vexf, and -lexf as opposed to the present forms 

rego, tego, traho, veho, and -lego. Otkupscikov(1967: 57) adds 
five more verbs: struo--struxf, fluo--fluxf, diffundo--diffu

sisse, *gavideo--gavfsf, dfvio--dfvfsf. Anyway the number is 
so small that it is understood very well that, reportedly, 
even Brugmann, Meillet, Ernout and others, who correctly 
noticed the extreme unproductiveness and the innovational 
character of the lengthening process under study, hesitated at 
first to regard the length as inherited from IE. Unfortunately 

the misleading idea has prevailed that the length is from the 

IE date. But Watkins (ibidem) has shown that the length of the 
. five perfect forms that he cites is innovational. Otkupscikov 

(1967: 57ff. ), insightfully enough, sees the phonetic environ
ment in which the lengthening occurs: all the roots above used 
to end in a media or media aspir4ta, which fact, the author 

claims, supports Lachmann's law. In any case, the length in 
the Latin sigmatic perfect is thought to be innovational, not 
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innate IE. 
2.7 Tocharian A reportedly presents a lengthened root 

vowel in the sigmatic (so-called type Ill) preterit that comes 
from the lE sigmatic aorist. Watkins(1962: 61ff.) tries to 
refute the innate root length; yet, regrettably, his discus

sion is either not persuasive enough or far beyond my ken. 
2.8 On the contrary, the Greek sigmatic aorist always 

contains a vowel in the normal e-grade: e. g. elexa from *e
leg-s-~ vs. lego. The reflex of assumed *e-wegh-s-~ is to be 
found in Cypriot ewexe. Kurytowicz(1956: 272ff.; 1968: 298ff.) 
sticks to the traditional view that the lE sigmatic aorist 
originally had a lengthened root vowel, which was regularly 
shortened later in Greek under certain conditions. This hy
pothesis is widely accepted though not sufficiently proved. 
Szemerenyi(1970: 264; 19904 : 304) gives two examples where the 
root length of the sigmatic aorist might have been generalized 
to the present stem, as if they were evidence for the hypothe
sis. But still they are, in my understanding, far from 
convincing that Dehnstufe used to be regular in the Greek 
sigmatic aorist. 

2.9 Szemerenyi(1990: 304) assumes that Celtic supports 
the lengthened root vowel of the sigmatic aorist on the ground 
that, as Lewis&Pedersen(1937: 8) notes, the Old Irish subjunc
tive form (ro-)bria (i to be read as f) goes back to *bhreu-s
at based on the sigmatic aorist. But only one example is not 
enough to posit the innate length. A normal-grade root is far 
more probable, since Watkins'(1962: 162ff.) view is persuasive 
that the so-called t-preterit, in which e-vocalism is regular, 
continues the IE sigmatic aorist: e. g. 3. sg. lE *bher-s-t > 
Common Celtic *berst > *bert (the disappearance of s in this 
position is regular) > Olr.-bert. The s-preterit basically has 

no concern here though the root regularly shows the normal 

grade. Its formation is from the· IE sigmatic aorist, but it is 

innovational, since a 

between the root final 

should have been lost 
later. For details see 
(1946: 416ff.), etc. 

secondary vowel is always 

consonant and the suffix 
intervocalically and thus 
Lewis&Pedersen(1937:292ff. ), 

-M-

inserted 
-s- which 
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2.10 The discussion above inevitably leads us to the 

notion that the innate lengthened grade postulation in the IE 
athematic sigmatic aorist is, despite, above all, 
(1956: 142ff.) and Mathiassen(l969; 1974), far from 

We have to consider it extremely doubtful to regard 

Kurylowicz 
probable. 

the length 

of the OCS athematic sigmatic aorist as a regular reflex of 
the IE Dehnstufe as asserted by Leskien and his followers. 
That is to say, for instance, (post-)OCS s~c~ (<CS *ves~) can 
not be from PS *vez-s-aN < IE *wegh-s-om. The question, then, 
is whether the phenomenon can be explained as an innovation in 
the independent Slavic branch or not. The answer is in the 
affirmative: it is far more easily explained mostly in terms 
of compensatory lengthening. 

3. Or is it an innovation in Slavic? 

3.1 The Dehnstufe theory above presupposes a priori 

lengthening of the root vowel in the late IE sigmatic aorist. 
The legitimate question what brings about the length is usual
ly left untouched as if it were written in the Scriptures; it 
would go "in the beginning there was length." On the other 
hand, as far as Slavic is concerned, the lengthening in the 
sigmatic aorist is explained extremely easily by evaluating it 
as simple Ersatzdehnung brought about by the loss of the root
final obstruent which happens to collide with the suffix -s-. 
The principle of Occam's razor would tell us here that the 
latter way of explanation is far more probable. 

3.2 The fact draws our attention that whenever the root 

vowel is lengthened in the athematic sigmatic aorist in 

Slavic, the verbal root originally ends in an obstruent, which 
dropped before the suffix *-s-(see 1 .. 2.4.1). The question here 
is whether the length of the root vowel brings about the loss 
of the root-final obstruent or the loss of the obstruent 
affects the quantity of the preceding vowel. The answer is 
clear: the secondary lengthening of the syllable caused by the 

loss of its following consonant takes place very frequently in 
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very many languages, whereas it is not probable at all to 

expect the following consonant to be eliminated through the 
length of the preceding vowel. Thus, for instance, (post-}OCS 
s~c~ is assumed to go back to *ve-s-u(N) < *vez-s-aN < *wegh

s-om, while se3& preserves its root vowel in the normal grade, 
as a matter of course, unchanged: *vez- < *wegh-. 

3.3 The rational Ersatzdehnung theory seems to have been 
common before the times of Junggrammariker and was in fact 
adopted, for instance, by Schleicher (1852: 361f.; 1861: 104; 
616}, Miklosich (1856: 99f.} 18 ' and even by Krusevskij (1881: 
92f.}, etc. Then the Dehnstufe theory seen above came to pre
dominate especially after Leskien, Solmsen, Bartholomae. I 
dare say, it seems rather strange that so many brilliant 
scholars have sticked to it. After that, particularly in this 
century, those who have chosen the Ersatzdehung thoery are 
highly exceptional : e. g. Pisani(1934: 408f.), Kuznecov(1961: 
105}19>, Otkupscikov (1967: 60ff. ), Chaburgaev (1974: 150ff., 
272f.; 19862: 87f., 195}, Zhuravlev (1991: 175}, etc. Watkins 
(1962: 43ff.) correctly regards the length of the OCS sigmatic 

aorist as innovational, though he failed to see the trigger in 
compensatory lengthening. 

3.4 Out of the twelve roots (group A; 1.2.4.1), in which 
the lengthening in question is observed, the length of the 
sigmatic forms of the following seven roots is perfectly ex
plained by positing normal e-vocalism and compensatory length
ening caused by the loss of the root-final obstruent: 

greb- I gres-
nes- I nes-
rek- I rex-
tek- I tex-
ved- I ves-
vez- I ves-
zeg- I zax-. 

All of them have a root in a simple e-vowel followed by an 
obstruent (T(R)eT-type). We can assume: ffi2B> the 1. sg. ending 

*-aN (< IE -om) perhaps narrowed into *-uN at first and then 
the ending lost its final consonant (cf. note 11); the first 
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palatalization of velars is included here for the sake of 
saving the space; ® the root-final obstruent was lost before 

the suffix *-s- and concurrently the root vowel was lengthened 

compensatorily; ®the distinction in quantity was lost and the 
vocalic system was totally changed. The lengthening process is 

illustrated below: 

PS ® CS ocs 
1. sg. *nes-s-aN > *nessu > *nesu > *neso = H1ic'h, 

vs. 3.sg. *ne s-e-t > *ne se = *ne se = *ne se = He c e; 

1. sg. * rek-s-aN > * rekxu > * rexu > * rexo = P1ilC'h, 

2.pl. *rek-s-te > *rekste> *reste > *reste = p1>cTI!, 

vs. 3.sg. *rek-e-t > *rece = * rece = *rece = 

1. sg. * ved-s-aN > * vedsu > * vesu > * veso 
vs. 3.sg. *ved-e-t > *vede *vede = *vede = seAe. 

3.5 The following root appears a bit exceptional and even 
mysterious in that the root is in the o-grade, not the ex
pected normal e-grade: 

bod- I bas-. 

Kurytowicz (1956: 288f.) assumes a special quantitative Ablaut 

*o: *o of secondary complicated analogical origin and Watkins 
(1962: 44) confidently applies this idea to the root in ques
tion. But the lengthening process is explained far more easily 
by simple compensatory lengthening in the independent Slavic 

branch: 

1 . sg. *bad-s-aN 
vs. 3.sg. *bad-e-t 

> 
> 

*badsu > 

*bade = 
*basu 
*bade 

> 
> 

*baso 

*bode 
= 
= 

&4C'h; 

Moreover, the o-vocalism of &OA& (<PS *bad-< IE *bhodh-), as 

well as Latin fodio (< *bhodh-y-), eloquently suggests its 

innovational nature, which Watkins (ibi~em) correctly notices, 
while the original IE root * bhedh- "dig" is attested, for 
instance, in Lithuanian bedu. 

3.6 The remaining ·+o~r verbal roots in a diphthong(oid) 

followed by an obstruent (TeRT-type), i.e.: 
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CVbt- I cvis-, 

Cbt- I cis-, 

m16z- I mles-, 

-VrbZ- I -vres-, 

present difficulty. Some researchers have applied the Ersatz

dehnung theory also in this case, not noticing how improbable 

it should be. For example, Watkins, Otkupscikov and Chaburgaev 

note to the effect that ~sHe~ and qHc~ should be from *kvit-s

and *kit-s- respectively. At a glance it seems perfectly all 
right: the original short vowel would have lengthened at the 

moment of the loss of the root-final obstruent which could not 
live with the suffix -s-. I myself also used to think that it 

must be simple compensation for the loss of the root-final 
obstruent that triggered the lengthening of the root vowel in 
question (e.g. Kamiyama 1992: 98f. ). 

3.7 But when we come to m16z-lmles- and -vrbz-1-vres-, it 
becomes clear that such an explanation does not stand here: it 

is, to say the least, next to impossible that mles- and -vres

should be from m16z-s- and -vr6z-s- affected by Ersatzdehnung. 
3.8 In this respect verbs of group C and D are full of 

suggestion (cf. 1.2.4.4ff.). Let us take an example of m6r-l 

mrex-. The present stem apparantly goes back to IE *mr-, the 
zero grade of *mer-: before a syllabic liquid as well as such 
a nasal develops a regular anaptyxis PS *i > CS *6, which, in 

turn, is mixed up with~ in OCS manuscripts and written after 

the resonant when a consonant plus a vowel follows : cf. ubp~; 

MPbT~. upbA~. etc. On the other hand, the sigmatic aorist stem 
is in the normal e-grade as is also the case with 3.4: late IE 

or early PS *mer-s- becomes *merx- and then *mrex- in South 
Slavic (as in OCS up~x~) following the ruki- and tert-formulae 

successively.2t > 

3.9 Likewise, the root including the diphthong(oid) in 

genaral (3.6) allows us in the beginning to assume the zero
and the e-grade for the present and the sigmatic aorist stems 

respectively. They are supposed to have experienced, roughly 

speaking, the following consecutive processes: ~ labio-velars 
lose their labial eo-articulation and merge into simple 
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velars; palato-velars assibilate or are, in 

satemized; before syllabic liquids an anaptyxis 

final *m and *n merge into one single nasal of 

quality which is noted here as *N, before which 

other words, 

*i develops; 

an unknown 

the thematic 

vowel *o >PS *a narrows into *u; w loses its semi-vocalic 

character and becomes purely consonantal, thus further written 

v; ®the final consonant is lost; the root-final obstruent is 

lost before the suffix -s- but Ersatzdehnung does not exert 
its influence and the length remains unaffected because the 

system can stand no three-or-more-mora syllabic nuclei; the 

first palatalization of velars takes place (included here 

provisionally);@ the quantitative distinction of vowels is 

lost and compensated by the qualitative distinction; the 

product of the tert-formula is noted here for the sake of 

saving the space. Thus the OCS sigmatic aorist forms in 

question are readily produced: 

(late) IE 00 PS ® @ CS ocs 
l.sg. *kwei t-s-om> *kveitsaN> *kveisu> * cvis1>2 2 1 = U,B.HC'h, 

vs. 3.sg. *kwit-e-t > *kvitet > *kvite > *CVbte = U,B.bTI!j 

l.sg. *kw ei t-s-om> *keitsaN > *ceisu > *cis'b = 'IHC'h, 

vs. 3.sg. *kw it-e-t > *kitet > *cite > *cbte = 'lbTtj 

l.sg. *weri?;h-s-om> *verzsaN > *versu > *vres1> = spt:c'h, 

vs. 3.sg. *wrfth-e-t > *virzet > *virze > *vbrze23 1 > B.P'h3e. 

3.10 The chief difficulty of the hypothesis of the origi

nal e-vocalism and occasional Ersatzdehnung is the discrepancy 

of vowel length when the following obstruent is lost. It was 

for this reason that Leskien rejected the Ersatzdehnung theory 
by his predecessors. It is true, as Otkupscikov (1967: 62f.) 

himself notices, that, the consonant loss is observed, for 

instance, in ocA, TtCATH, ocb while Ersatzdehnung has not 
. taken place. Namely, they are assumed to be from IE * wops-82 4 1, 

*teks-, *aks-i- respectively and the loss of the obstruent 

did happen. In order to illustrate Ersatzdehnung in the same 

phonetic environment he gives a counterexample of B.'hJcoK'h 

from IE ·~-up-sokos2s1 (sic), comparable with Goth. ufar, Lat. 
super (with s-mobile), Gk. huper, etc. What he asserts is that 
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Ersatzdehnung of the root vowel caused by the loss of the 
following obstruent occurred only for a limited period of 
time, which idea is refuted by Arumaa {1985: 305f.) as "keine 
sinnvolle Interpretation''. However, I would like to 
that Otkupscikov's interpretation holds perfectly 
simply failed to point out that in the case of oc4, 

propose 

true. He 

ocb the loss of the obstruent occurred perhaps very early 
within the root without provoking Ersatzdehnung. It did take 
place when the loss occurred beyond the root-suffix boundary 

probably in the relatively late PS date for s~•coK~ as well as 
for the athematic sigmatic aorist under study. Yes. Schleicher 
was right! 

3.11 It is sometimes asserted that the lengthened root 
vowel of PS *beg-, *ed-, *sed-, etc. might be generalized to 
the present and/or the infinitive on the basis of the length
ened sigmatic aorist root. They are in fact assumed to stem 
from IE *bhe~ -, *ed-, *sed- respectively. This discussion is 
supposed to be rejected nowadays by Winter's law or its modi
fication, for instance, by Shintani. Details are omitted for 
saving the space. 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 The vowel lengthening which appears in the OCS athe
matic sigmatic aorist should not necessarily be ascribed to 
the innate IE Dehnstufe which is extremely doubtful to posit 
for the verbal form in question. That is to say, against Kury
iowicz, Mathiassen and very many others, we have to conclude 
rather with Watkins, Otkupscikov, etc. that the length of the 
OCS sigmatic aorist is innovational in the independent Slavic 

.branch. The root used to comprise a normal e-vocalism and the 
occasional vowel lengthening took place only secondarily, 

triggered by the loss of the root-final obstruent or the 

regular metathesis. 
4.1.1 Roots in an obstruent {TeT-type) takes originally 

the normal e-grade, not the lengthened, in the OCS athematic 
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sigmatic aorist as well as the present. The root-final obstru

ent drops when followed by the suffix -s- and the root vowel 
is lengthened spontaneously by Ersatzdehnung. 

4.1.2 The only exception in OCS is -bod-/-ba-s- where the 
root is in the o-grade, not the expected e-grade, which im

plies that the root is innovated. Also in this case the root
final obstruent drops before -s- and compensatory lengthening 

is thought to have taken place. 
4.1.3 Roots in a diphthong(oid) and with or without a 

final obstruent (TeR(T)-type) are perfectly explained in the 
same way: they originally take the e-grade in the sigmatic 
aorist as opposed to the present root which takes the zero

grade. When the diphthong(oid) is in a liquid, the regular 
metathesis and the automatical lengthening occurred in OCS. 
When in a nasal, a nasalized vowel develops regularly. When 

the root ends in *i plus an obstruent, the normal grade PS *ei 

regularly develops into CS *i and the root-final obstruent 
drops before the suffix -s- without further lengthening of the 
preceding vowel which comprises two morae already. Other cases 
are not to be attested probably accidentally. 

4.2 The length in the Latin sigmatic perfect and the 
Sanskrit sigmatic aorist in the active is also innovational, 
which, together with the fact that the root length in the 
sigmatic aorist is attested nowhere else, strengthens the 

validity of the above-mentioned hypothesis. Tocharian A data 
are extremely doubtful to rely on and thus are excluded here 
provisionally, though this problem needs to be dealt with in 

further detail. 
4.3 In closing I would like to express my hearty thanks 

to Prof. Iwao Yamaguchi of Kyoto University, Prof. Toshikazu 

Inoue of Kobe City University of Foreign Studies, and Mr. No
rikazu Akai of Kyoto University Library who were so kind as to 

perso.nally lend me a book each which turned out not only 

indispensable for the present study but also next to inacces

sible. My acknowledgements also go to Prof. Tsutomu Watanabe 
of Takushoku University for improving my English. 

(25-10-97) 
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NOTES 

1)If one prefers to make the assumed phonetic realization clearer, it 
would be better to employ the signs *<e and *a instead of *e and *a 
respe~tively, as is proposed by Carlton(1990: 98f.) where other notation
al systems are given in contrast. Nowadays the use of *o and *o instead 
of *a and *a is not common any more. 
2)The position of *a is provisional and controversial. It is of so-called 
laryngeal origin but obtained a clearly vocalic status toward the end of 
the IE linguistic unity. The Indo-Iranian data imply that it would have 
occupied a position near *i, while all the other dialects tell that it 
would have been situated close to *a. As a modus vivendi it is sometimes 
placed on the e-o level, but, I dare say, it is typologically improbable 
to posit a vocalic system where there are more vowels on the mid-level 
than on the high level. It is on this basis that I put (a) a bit above 
the e-o level in the late IE scheme, though, I add again, provisionally. 
3)This is another controversial point. At a glance it appears mysterious 
that a slightly raised a should obtain roundedness. But an unrounded open 
back vowel may well become rounded when it is slightly raised, because 
the expected cardinal vowel No. 14 [A) is, as it were, unstable and 
seldom attested in its pure form. The English sound usually noted by this 
phonetic letter is a strongly centralized variant [X](GA) or even a bit 
centralized front vowel [~](RP), which should, in my belief, be noted [~] 

and [p] respectively (cf. Kamiyama 1995: 125). The pure [A] is thus un
stable and tend to move in the front direction. The other alternative is 
to get roundedness to become ordinary stable [3) or [o]. 
4)When [u] loses its roundedness for some reason, its point of articula
tion is expected to move a bit forward spontaneously. Japanese and Kore
an, where [m] is said to be attested, might seem to be exceptions, but 
today's phonetic studies have already shown that it is not the pure car
dinal vowel no. 16 [m) but its advanced or even centralized variant that 
appears in these languages. 
5)8rugmann's explanation is well-known that the suffix *-s- of the aorist 
is converted from that of the present. For other views see Watkins (1962: 
97-106), Fulk(1986: 186), Szemerenyi(1990: 305), etc. The genetic rela
tion of the s-aorist and the s-futurum is discussed by Otkupscikov (1967: 
52ff.). Partly supporting Meillet's idea, he asserts both of these sig
matic forms to stem from the desiderative present in -s-. 
6)I adopted here the traditionally established view, albeit Toporov(1961) 
argues to the contrary, whose, at a glance, astonishinig idea I came to 
know quite recently. I still regard the thematic formation as innovated, 
as far as the aorist is concerned. Otkupscikov(1967: 63f.) asserts to the 
effect that the thematic and the asigmatic aorist coexisted from the very 
beginning, but, sorry to say, I myself do not find his reasoning convinc
ing enough. 
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7)Meillet(1908)'s article is reviewed by Watkins(1962:9-17), who supports 
the great French scholar's conclusion though he denies Meillet's inter
pretation of Sanscrit -is- aorist and attributes it, as is already common 
sense nowadays, to the root ending in a laryngeal (so-called set-root). 
8)Cf. Kerns&Schwarz(1972: 5f.), Fulk(1986: 169ff.), etc. • 
9)Cf. Watkins(1962:17). Kurylowicz(1956: 164) repeats the same conclusion 
on this point that he comes to in Indogermanica (Comptes rendus de la 
Societe des Sciences des Lettres de Wroclaw, III, 1948-53), which work is 
not yet accessible to me. 
10)Lunt(1974: 91f.) gives an exhaustive list. There are 29 roots: pad
"fall", krad-"steal", lez-"go(.lleaTL)", tr~s-"shake"(also type 3), mog-"be 
able", vng-"throw", id-"gO(RllTH)", ed-"go(exaTL)", Xr-z.m-"get lame"; (the 
present stem with nasal infix:) -ret- "come upon", sed- "sit down", leg
"lie down"; (the present/infinitive stem with -n-q-:) -beg- "run", -vyk
" learn", -gyb-"be lost", v-z.s-kr6s-"be resurrected", v-z.z-nik- "spring up", 
iz-cez- "disappear"; dvig- "move", pro-z~b- "sprout", u-zas- "terrify", 
-m16k- "be silent", -s-z.x- "dry", -top- "drown", po-t-z.k- "stumble" (transi
tive)"; (barely attested, thus maybe doubtful:) u-g16b- "get stuck", v-z.s
kys- "get sour", pri-sv~d- "be scorched". 
11)The reduction process of the 1. sg. ending *-o-m into CS *--z. is an un
solved problem. The final nasals *m and *n merged into a single nasal of 
unknown timber noted frequently as *Nand it finally disappears. The pre
ceding vowel *o >PS *a, for an unknown reason, narrowed into *u and gave 
CS *-z,. The same process appears in the masculine accusative singular of 
the thematic noun, while, mysteriously enough, in the neuter nominative
accusative the same combination developed into CS *-o. In this paper this 
phenomenon in dispute must be taken as given. 
12)Some researchers (e.g. Meillet) regard the second and the third person 
sigular forms in question as residues of the old imperfect. 
13)The present stem takes the form Z6g- from time to time. The contro
versial problem of the root vowel reduction seen here and elsewhere is 
not dealt with in this paper. 
14)It goes without mentioning the development *e >CS *e >OCS a after a 
palatal or palatalized consonant. 
15)Pokorny(1959: 1070, 1092f.) assumes to the effect that the CS root 
*tr~s- goes back to PS *trems- which, in turn, would be given by the con
tamination of *trem- and *tres- (both from an IE hypothetical base *ter
"tremble"). 
16)It is almost generally believed that the PS present stem *dad- comes 
from an IE reduplicated stem *do-d- from *do- or *deE&-. I do not think 
the idea is probable at all because, firstly, the initial consonant of 
the root can be attached before the root itself as is the case with San
skrit and Greek, and, secondly, other than PS *dad- there are no present 
stems in Slavic that would show reduplication. The long vowel as in *ed
and *sed- used to be regarded as evidence for reduplication (i. e *ed- < 
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*M e-Ht d-,.r *Ht ed-; *sed-< *se-sd-, .r *sed-), but it should nowadays be 
explained by Winter's law (see 3.11). I myself think it highly probable 
to posit that the present stem comes from the suffixed root *do-dh-. 
17)I wish this part read "in the early seventies ... ". I could not but 
have recourse to Leskien(1890) which is the Russian version of the second 
edition of his famous Handbuch(1886), since, sorry to confess, its first 
version(1871) is inaccessible. 
18)0tkupscikov reports that Miklosich repeats his idea of Ersatzdehnung 
in Vber die Steigerung und Dehnung der Vokale in den slavischen Sprachen 
(Wien, 1878). 
19)0tkupscikov reports that Kuznecov adopted the Ersatzdehnung theory 
already in his HcropuyecKaR zpaMMaruxa pgccxozo R3MKa. Mop;oAozuR. (MocK
ea, 1953). 
20)Shimogori(1997) has successfully shown that so-called ruki-rule is not 
a common (late) IE phenomenon but an innovational affair which took place 
absolutely independently in Indic, Iranian, Baltic and Slavic after the 
break-up of the IE linguistic unity. Following his conclusion we include 
this proccess here. 
21)I take aor. 2, 3. sg. mre as an innovation based on the infinitive 
mreti< *mer-tei. 
22)The second palatalization is, of course, not phonological at all. The 
initial c is apparently analogical from its nominal o-grade root *kwoito
> *kvet'6> cvet'6. 
23)Cernyx(1993: I, 610) describes to the effect that the 
would come from *vbrg-. Then the z would be brought about 
so-called third (progressive or whatever) palatalization, 
sense. He mixes it up with KP'Ill"&, sp'l;qtH "throw". 

CS root *vbrz
from g by the 
but it is non-

24)Pokorny(1959: 1179) regards it as a suffixed form of *webh- "weave". I 
take here the view rather with Watkins(l985: 78) that this word is unana
lyzable or, to say the least, even if it is related to the root above, it 
has got an independent status toward the late IE period, since it is 
widely attested not only in Slavic and Baltic (Lith. vaspa), but also in 
Germanic (OHG wafsa-waspa), Italic (Lat. metathesized vespa) and else
where. The case is likewise with *ag- "drive" and *aRs-. The loss of the 
initial v-element of OCS ocA, Russ. oca, etc. vs. Cz. vosa should, in my 
belief, be attributed to hypercorrection. Cf. prothetic v- in Russ. so
ceM6 vs. OCS ocub, Cz. osm, etc. 
25)What should be noted here, to be more exact, is a hypothetical base CS 
*vys'6 <PS *vus- which is not attested but directly continues IE *up-s-o
(cf. Gk. b-lip-s-o-s "height"). The development of prothetic· *v- before 
initial PS *u, *u is regular. The loss of the root-final stop p does seem 
to provoke compensatory lengthening of the root-vowel. It must be in the 
CS or PS date that another adjectival suffix is attached innovationally 
to the base above to form CS *vys-ok-o (OCS K"t.ICOK'Il) in question. 
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K npo6neMe y~nHHBHHR KOPHeaoro rnacHoro 

B CHrMaTH~SCKOM aOPHCT8 

B cnaBRHCKOA nHHrBHCTH~BCKOA npe~NCTOPHH 

TaKao KAMHHMA 

KopHSBOA rnaCHMA B CHrMaTH~BCKOM aopHCT8 CTapocnaBRHCKOro 

RSMKa HHOr~a DO~BepraeTCR y~nHHBHH~ KPOM8 BTOporo H TP8Tbero 

nHUa 8~HHCTB8HHOrO ~HCna. 3TO RBn8HH8 ~0 CHX nap o6~RCHRnOCb 

DP8HMY.8CTB8HHO ~BYMR TBOPHRMH: npaHH~OeBponeACKaR DPOTR~8HH8R 

CTYDBHb H SaM8HHT8nbH08 y~nHH8HH8, BMSB8HH08 BMOa~8HH8M corna

CHOro, CTanKHBa~•erOCR C CY~~HKCOM -s-. rocno~CTBY~•aR TBOPHR 

DPOTR~BHHOA CTYDBHH, npe~~e BCero, OOHpaeTCR Ha HSB8CTH08 

cpaBH8HH8 CaHCKPHTCKOrO SVBk~am H naTHHCKOrO VeXf C nocne

CTapocnaBRHCKHM B~C~. fipae~a, KasanOCb 6M, 3TH ~OPMN MOryT 

BOCXO~HTb K o6.8MY *wegh-s- C HCKOHHo-npOTRZBHHNM rnaCHMM, HO 

OKaSMBaSTCR ~p8SBM~aAHO COMHHTBnbHMM npe~nonaraTb, ~T06M ~on-

roTa CaHCKPHTa H naTNHH BOCXO~Hna K o6•eMy nepHO~Y· BnonHe 

BOSMOZHO, ~TO OHa cnozHnacb DPH paSBHTHH OT~BnbHMX B8TB8A 

a6conmTHO ~aMOCTORTBnbHO. A ~onroTa B CTapocnRBRHCKOM TaK~8 

MOZST 6MTb 06~RCH8Ha CBOS06paSHOA HHHOBaUHeA: KOP8Hb CHrMaTH

~eOKOrO aopHCTa HCKOHHO DPHHHMan nonHy~ CTYDBHb (e-cTyOSHb sa 

HCKn~~8HH8M BoA- C O-cTYD8Hb~ HHHOBaUHOHHOrO xapaKTepa) H ~on

roTa BOSHHKna HnH SaMSHHTBnbHO HnH B CBRSH C ~OpMynoA tert. 
0npoeepzeHH8 3TOA rHDOTSSM MOZHO CHRTb Ha OCHOB8 OTHOCHTBnbHOA 

XPOHOnorHH H SaKOHa BHHTepa. 
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